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Chinese Seals – Design Your Own Using 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Calligraphy 
 
As you have seen, most Chinese paintings from imperial time have small red impressions in a 
stylized script, placed either inconspicuously at the painting's outer boundaries, or scattered 
liberally through the image area itself. These seals (or "chops") can indicate either who 
executed the painting or who owned it.   
 
Carved in a soft stone and impressed with a waxy, oil-based ink paste in vermilion red, the 
seals use an ancient script type that was in use mainly during the Zhou and Qin dynasties; this 
gives the characters an archaic quality that is often highly abstract.  Most seals are square; 
some are round or gourd shaped. The names inscribed on the seal stone are typically the 
literary or personal name of the owner. Historians use seals to trace the history of a painting, to 
see who owned and viewed the painting, and to determine which later artists may have been 
influenced by it.  The seal is one tool art historians and connoisseurs have used to authenticate 
paintings, but like signatures and the paintings themselves, these seals can be copied or 
forged and therefore may prove to be less than reliable evidence. 

 
The design or layout of words by the seal carver 
evolved into an art form in itself, the challenge being 
fitting the relatively predictable forms of characters 
into an interesting composition where there was very 
little leeway for bold experimentation.  The characters 
can be carved in relief (resulting in red figures on a 
white ground as you see here at left) or engraved (with 
characters appearing in white on a solid red 
background).   
 
The characters in the seal at left belong to a publisher, 
the Renmin meishu chubanshe of Beijing. The simplest 
character, ren, is in the upper right hand 
corner. Highlight it. Can you guess where the other six 

characters are? Where does one begin and the other end? Circle each of the remaining six 
letters in the seal to the left. 
 
The Chinese chop or seal is used today in China to sign documents, artwork, and other 
paperwork.  Wouldn’t it be fun to create your own seal?  On the back of this page is a chart to 
help you do just that, using Square Word Calligraphy. (Try to read the characters at the top of 
this handout – you can do it!) 
 

	

	



Square Word Calligraphy 
 
Square Word Calligraphy is a new kind of writing, almost a code, designed by internationally 
acclaimed Chinese artist Xu Bing. He devised a unique method to write English words that, at 
first glance, appear to be Chinese characters, but in fact is simply a new way of rendering 
English.  
 
The idea of inventing this new form of writing came to Xu Bing when he observed the attitude 
of awe and respect with which non-Asians regard Chinese calligraphy. Intrigued, he sought to 
create a work that would demystify calligraphy and reward the Westerner's engagement. In 
Square Word Calligraphy, Xu Bing designed a system whereby the slightly altered letters of 
English words are written in the format of a square, so as to resemble Chinese characters, yet 
they remain legible to the English reader. 
 
Use the chart below to create your very own seal or saying in Square Word Calligraphy.  (You 
have some room to practice at the bottom and right side of the page.) If you want to see a 
newer form of Square Word Calligraphy developed by Dr. David B. Kelley -- modified for a 
more consistent Chinese-like appearance to the words – go to 
http://www.omniglot.com/conscripts/swc.htm . 

 
 

	


